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LEA THOMPSON STARS AS SUBURBAN MOM AND PUZZLE-BUSTING BRAINIAC 

WHO LEADS DOUBLE LIFE DECODING CRIMES FOR SECRET SPY AGENCY IN 

‘JANE DOE;’ 

THIRD NEW HALLMARK CHANNEL MYSTERY MOVIE FRANCHISE 

PREMIERES JANUARY 21 

 
Master of Mystery Format Dean Hargrove Creates Another Contemporary 

Thriller Franchise for Network; 
Also Stars Joe Penny and William R. Moses 

 
 She’s a seemingly ordinary soccer mom with an extraordinary aptitude for 

solving puzzles – and a secret life as an independent contractor who works for the 

government’s top secret security agency.  Lea Thompson (“Back to the Future”) stars in 

Jane Doe, a Hallmark Channel Mystery Movie premiering Friday, January 21 (9/8 c).  

Jane Doe is the second new original mystery movie franchises created exclusively for 

the network by mystery master Dean Hargrove.  Hargrove’s other contemporary 

whodunit is McBride starring John Larroquette. 

 Cathy Davis (Thompson) lives in the suburbs with her loving husband Jack 

(William R. Moses, “Perry Mason” movie franchise), their teenage-cheerleader daughter 

Susan (newcomer Jessy Schram) and slightly geeky adolescent son Nick (Zack Shada, 

“Charlie’s Angels: Full Throttle”).  But this average American housewife is anything but.  

Because Cathy’s freelance gig creating puzzles and games is child’s play compared to 

the life-and-death mysteries she is recruited to unravel by Frank Darnell (Joe Penny, 

“Jake and the Fatman”), her former partner in a top secret government operation.  Now, 

when the Davis family phone rings, this full-time mother and part-time spy is in a 

constant state of suspense.  Will the caller be her husband, the principal at her 

children’s school – or the Central Security Agency? 

(more) 
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 In “Vanishing Act,” Darnell is mystified by the “into thin air” disappearance of a 

scientist and software engineer for a communication satellite and recruits Cathy to help 

crack the case.  Every move they make, every moment it takes is critical, because if the 

scientist and his software wind up on the international black market, anyone could break 

through our firewalls, penetrate all our defense communications, and create a national 

security crisis.   

 Jane Doe is a Hallmark Entertainment presentation.  Robert Halmi, Jr. and Larry 

Levinson are executive producers.  Dean Hargrove, one of the core creators of the 

mystery wheel format, created Jane Doe and serves as Executive Producer and Writer.  

Nick Lombardo, Amy Goldberg and Michael Moran are co-executive producers.  Kyle 

Clark and Jim Wilberger are producers.  The Hallmark Channel Mystery Movie is an 

Alpine Medien production in association with Larry Levinson Productions. 

Hallmark Channel, owned and operated by Crown Media Holdings, Inc., is a 24-

hour basic cable network that provides a diverse slate of high-quality entertainment 

programming to a national audience of 75 million subscribers.  The top tier program 

service is distributed through more than 5,300 cable systems and communities as well 

as direct-to-home satellite services across the country.  Hallmark Channel consistently 

ranks among the top 10 ad-supported cable networks in Total Day and Prime Time 

household ratings and is the nation’s leading network in providing family-friendly 

programming.  Crown Media also operates a second 24-hour linear channel, Hallmark 

Movie Channel. 
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